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Greek Lessons 17, 18 and 19: Worksheet 
 

 

VIDEO PRESENTATION 
 

LESSON 17 
 

 

Fill in the Blanks. Roman ________ is the basis of most Western legal systems. The  

 

__________________ imposed on England a system of laws written and conducted in Anglo- 

 

Norman, a medieval dialect which was based on __________________.  

 

 

Matching. Match the terms from the law to their definition.  

 

_____ 1. martyr   a. distinctive, special 

_____ 2. paraphernalia  b. dunce 

_____ 3. privilege   c. right, benefit 

_____ 4. peculiar   d. a dissipated man, a rake, a debauchee 

_____ 5. ordeal   e. to assess the measure of something 

_____ 6. roué    f. personal belongings, equipment, gear 

_____ 7. subpoena   g. severe test, calamity 

_____ 8. assize   h. a jurisdictional district, a field of expertise 

_____ 9. bailiwick   i. to confiscate for the state 

_____ 10. escheat   j. a person tortured or killed for his/her beliefs 

_____ 11. ignoramus   k. a writ summoning someone into court 
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LESSON 18 
 

 

Definitions. Give the definition and etymology of each of the following terms drawn from drama 

and literature.  

 

              DEFINITION/EXPOSITION 

 

 exposition ____________________________________________________________ 

 climax  ____________________________________________________________ 

 denouement ____________________________________________________________ 

 farce  ____________________________________________________________ 

 bohemian ____________________________________________________________ 

 

Matching. Match the terms from literature to their definition.  

 

_____ 1. hypocrite   a. an individual 

_____ 2. episode   b. an installment in a serialized story 

_____ 3. chorus   c. a mechanical assistant 

_____ 4. orchestra   d. clothing covering the legs separately 

_____ 5. scene    e. a large musical ensemble 

_____ 6. person   g. to blow up 

_____ 7. explode   h. a person who pretends to someone or something he isn’t 

_____ 8. pants    i. the place where something happens or is imagined 

_____ 9. limelight   j. a story about love and adventure 

_____ 10. robot   k. a group that sings together 

_____ 11. romance   l. a prominent or conspicuous position 
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LESSON 19 
 

 

Matching. Match the terms from various occupations to their definition.  

 

_____ 1. tease    a. to haggle 

_____ 2. heckle   b. freed of restraint 

_____ 3. subtle   c. to annoy with interruptions 

_____ 4. on tenterhooks  d. middleman 

_____ 5. dicker   e. disarray 

_____ 6. shambles   f. to ponder 

_____ 7. broker   g. to irritate 

_____ 8. untrammeled  h. a young, inexperienced person 

_____ 9. pester   i. anxious 

_____ 10. ruminate   j. mysterious, hard to understand 

_____ 11. greenhorn   k. to annoy constantly 

 

Multiple Choice. Through which type of exercise will you be asked to demonstrate your 

knowledge of forms in the last six lessons of the textbook?  

 

a. fill in the blank b. multiple choice c. matching  d. chemical experiment 
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ASSIGNMENT (AUDIO PRESENTATION) 
 

Complete the information about the word elements discussed in the presentation. For OTHER 

INFORMATION, include derivatives, additional definitions and other things worth noting about 

the element. Please be aware that this is not a complete list of things to be memorized in these 

lessons, only those things about which I am making a comment.  

 

LESSON 17 
 

BASE         MEANING/S   OTHER INFORMATION  

 

CHORE-:  ____________________ ____________________________________ 

 

ER(OT)-:  ____________________ ____________________________________  

 

NAUT-:   ____________________ ____________________________________  

 

 

LESSON 18 

 
Matching. Match each of the terms to its definition.  

 

_____ 1. elegiac   a. rural 

_____ 2. catharsis   b. an aggressive attack 

_____ 3. onomatopoeic  c. the pursuit of pleasure 

_____ 4. panegyric   d. expressing sorrow 

_____ 5. prosody   e. the center of attention 

_____ 6. bucolic   f. a speech in praise of a person or thing 

_____ 7. cynosure   g. wandering 

_____ 8. didactic   h. sounding like what it means 

_____ 9. hedonism   i. intended for instruction 

_____ 10. hegemony   j. purification 

_____ 11. peripatetic   k. the rules of poetry and poetic meter 

_____ 12. polemic   k. superior leadership or authority 
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Matching. Match each of the terms to its definition.  

 

_____ 1. deleterious   a. delicate 

_____ 2. diatribe   b. a flatterer 

_____ 3. empirical   c. based on observation 

_____ 4. esoteric   d. a medicine that relieves pain 

_____ 5. ethereal   e. a tirade 

_____ 6. anodyne   f. a sharp spasm 

_____ 7. paroxysm   g. mocking 

_____ 8. sardonic   h. harmful 

_____ 9. sycophant   i. belonging to an inner circle 

 [ What does “sycophant” mean literally? ________________________________ ] 

 

 

LESSON 19 
 

Matching. Match each of the terms to its definition.  

 

_____ 1. bathos   a. riddle 

_____ 2. encomium   b. glowing praise 

_____ 3. enigma   c. a bad smell 

_____ 4. hoi polloi   d. a remedy for all difficulties 

_____ 5. miasma   e. sentimentalism 

_____ 6. panacea   f. the common crowd 

_____ 7. plethora   g. an oversupply of something 

 
 
 


